
    Pioneering       
  Stage 2 Assessment 

 

 

Scout:      

Section:            __________________ 

Assessor:     

Date:      
 

 

 I know how to get help if someone is hurt   

The Scout needs to show an ability to recognize that someone is hurt and needs help.  The Scout should also know 

how to get help and by what means.  How to recognise that some is hurt.  How to compare injured parts with 

uninjured parts. Methods of getting help.  Methods of caring for someone that is hurt.   

 

 I can tie the basic knots I need for pioneering  

The Scout should be able to tie under supervision and use: clove hitch, reef knot, square lashing, tripod lashing, 

diagnonal and sheer lashing. 

 

 I can prepare ropes for use in pioneering 

The Scout needs to be observed doing or assisting others in selecting ropes for a pioneering project. (Reference 

Scouting Trail Pages 178) 

 

 I can coil a rope  

The Scout should be able to coil a rope so it will not twist or curl.  (Underarm coiling should not be encouraged as 

it causes the rope to twist and curl).  The Scout should also be able to ‘finish’ off the end of the coil so it can be 

carried and stored.   

 

 I can undertake tasks assigned to me while we are pioneering  

The Scout needs to be observed in action over a number of a pioneering project  

 

 I have made a knot board 

The Scout will have made a simple knot board for his/her lodge/six/patrol corner.  The knot board should display 

at least six basic knots of their choice. 

 

 I have built at least three simple pioneering gadgets using elastic and techniques  

The Scout should have participated in the construction of at least three simple pioneering gadgets perhaps 

constructed on a camping adventure or as part of a pioneering activity.  The Scout should be showing a progression 

of skills in the construction of these simple projects.   

 

 

 


